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consanguinity
Noun

Meaning:

A close relation or connection

Usage:

According to reports, the royal marriage 
was annulled on grounds of 
consanguinity



annul
Verb

Meaning:

Declare invalid; obliterate; to reduce to nothing or void; to make ineffective

Usage:

Unfortunately, his arrogant attitude annuls the many generous favors he does for 
people

They planned to annul their ill-advised marriage



cleave
Verb

Meaning:

Has two different meanings- it can describe cutting or splitting something apart 
with a sharp instrument OR it can describe sticking to something like glue



Cleave (meaning 1):

Usage:

Each was cleaving to their own language, rituals and food at the event



Cleave (Meaning 2)
Meaning:

To divide; to split; 

Usage:

The political party was cleaved by 
political bickering

The blow cleaved the victim’s skull



bickering
Meaning:

Petty and petulant quarreling especially when prolonged or habitual; argue in a 
petty way

Usage:

The bickering politicians often lose elections according to many as they avoid 
discussing important concerns



tremulous
Adjective

Meaning:

Shaky and quivering because of fear or lack of strength; unsteady (tremble with 
fear)

Usage:

He spoke with a tremulous voice





prevaricate
Verb

Meaning:

To deviate from truth; equivocate; fabricate; lie

Usage:

Government officials prevaricated about the real 
costs of the project



Quiz for the day:

Mention words from



Root word- loqu/ locut

And BENE/ bone



Root- loqu/ locut 
Latin root word- which means to speak

1. Colloquium- scholarly conference
2. Circumlocution- evasive speech
3. Soliloquy- speaking alone
4. Eloquence- persuasive speech
5. Somniloquy- speak in sleep
6. Elocution- public speaking
7. Grandiloquence- bombastic speech
8. Allocution- formal speaking
9. Magniloquence- bombastic speech



Root- bene/ bone
Latin root which means GOOD

1. Benign- harmless; gentle and kind; affectionate
2. Beneficial- good for
3. Bonus- premium
4. Benefit- advantage
5. Benevolent- kind
6. Benefactor- somebody who helps or aids a cause
7. Benediction- blessing, expression of approval



5 words from Hindu (21st March, 2019)
1. Impunity- exemption from punishment; exemption or immunity

द ड मुि त



5 words from the Hindu (21st March, 2019):
2. Custodial torture

Physical or mental torture inflicted upon a person in police custody

3. Rhetoric- speaking or writing that is intended to persuade; the art of speaking or 
writing effectively



5 words from Hindu (21st March, 2019): 
rhetoric:



Endemic- restricted or peculiar to a locality

Belonging or NATIVE to a particular people or country

Characteristic of or prevalent in a particular field, area or environment

Implicate: 

Show that someone is involved in the crime

Feeble: 

Lacking physical strength; inadequate or inferior
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